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Annual Benefit Report
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OfferingTree’s mission, as stated in our Articles of Incorporation, is to further wellness education and access. During the 2019 calendar year, we worked to fulfill our mission through four primary activities:

- Continuing to develop an integrated, easy-to-use online platform that supports wellness professionals in earning a livelihood and serving their clients’ / students’ needs

- Publishing educational blogs written by an experienced blog writer in order to provide useful and reliable information to wellness professionals struggling to figure out how to manage the administrative and business side of wellness

- Created and launched a new online directory for members of a yoga teachers association at no cost to the association.

- Hosted a public event facilitated by a mindfulness expert that included wellness activities and education to the public at no cost.

In 2019, our biggest milestones were launching four new features on our platform that included an appointment scheduler, an event series registration option, a WYSIWYG editor, and new client communication tools. Like last year, in October and November 2019, we focused energy on outreach educational efforts that included a free public event, educational blogs, and materials for the yoga teachers association (see above).

Since our team is small, we were hindered in our ability to offer a significant number of educational opportunities. We are looking into providing more online options in 2020. In addition, our development timeline for the platform continues to be longer than expected given that our team works on a part-time basis. Despite these challenges, we still managed to build new platform features and create educational opportunities for our users and the public.

The OfferingTree team is excited to continue its work in 2020 to further wellness education and access.

The Board of Directors of OfferingTree, SBC has reviewed and approved this Annual Benefit Report.
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